Rochester History Timeline Worksheet

Student name: ________________________________________________________________

Assigned date range: ____________________________

Using the timeline, identify **at least five** historical events that took place in Rochester during this period.

1. ________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________________________

5. ________________________________________________________________

Which event do you think is the most interesting? What about it interests you?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
How do you think people felt about this event? Why do you think they felt this way?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Challenge A (for older students):
If you had to come up with a word or phrase to describe this period in Rochester’s history, what would that word or phrase be? Why?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Challenge B (for younger students):
Using a separate piece of paper and crayons, draw a picture of the historical event in your time period that you think is the most interesting.